
PRETORIA AMATEUR RADIO CLUB DF HUNT RULES: 
 

1. Hunts shall normally be held on the Saturday following the monthly branch meeting which is at 
present held on the second Thursday in the month. 

 
2. The fox for a particular hunt shall normally be the highest scoring hunter of the previous hunt who 

has not already hidden during the season. The fox for the first DF Hunt of a season shall normally be 
the overall winner of the previous series. 

 
3. The starting point for each hunt shall be the West Lawns of the Union Buildings. 

 
4. The fox may hide anywhere within 10 km of this point, provided that he is not on land to which free 

access is prohibited, nor within enclosures for which an entrance fee is charged, nor in locations 
which require undue physical feats on the part of the hunters. 

 
5. The transmitting antenna shall not be erected underneath power or telephone lines nor connected to 

either of these or to railway lines. 
 

6. The transmissions shall be on 1.840 MHz, starting at 14h30, and every 5th minute thereafter until 
16h30. Each transmission shall last for one minute. 
 

7. Morse, at a speed of less than 15 wpm, shall be used exclusively. 
 

8. The same transmitter power and antenna shall be employed at all times throughout a particular hunt. 
 

9. The signals shall be heard clearly and identified at the start, otherwise the fox shall be penalised by a 
loss of 30 points. 

 
10. DF receivers may not employ a sensing antennna, only a loop or ferrite rod coil. 

 
11. No radio communications shall be allowed between hunters during a DF hunt. 

 
12. Sealed instructions for finding the transmitter shall be handed to the hunters at the start. When the 

hidden transmitter has been found, the instructions must be passed intact to the operator, who shall 
note the time of arrival. 

 
13. Hunters shall conform to the traffic regulations and refrain from trespassing upon any property. 

 
14.  Any proposed changes in the rules for DF Hunts must be put forward and voted upon at an AGM 

 
SCORING FOR DF HUNTS: 
 

1. The score for each hunter shall be the time in minutes which has still to run to the end of the  hunt 
after he has discovered the fox, plus the “starting score” of 30 points. A hunter who has accepted 
sealed instructions but who either fails to find the fox by 16h30, or opens the sealed instructions 
during the hunt, shall receive only the “starting score" of 30 points. 

 
2. The score for the fox shall be the average time in minutes required for the hunters to find him. This 

required time shall be taken as 120 minutes in the case of hunters who either fail to find the fox or 
open the sealed instructions during the hunt. 
 

3. At the end] of the season, a particular competitor's score shall be obtained by adding together the 
three highest scores achieved by him during the season and then subtracting any handicap. 
 

4. Handicaps for the next season shall be calculated at the erd of a season by subtracting the fourth 
highest total (i e unhandicapped) score obtained during the season from the highest, second highest 
and third highest total (unhandicapped) score. 


